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We investigate the switching bistability based on the interaction between dynamic flow and director
rotation in twisted nematic liquid crystal cells. Numerical calculation shows that there exists a
general type of bistable twisted director configuration. Two specific cases are verified
experimentally. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~97!02129-3#
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Twisted nematic~TN! and super-twisted nematic liqui
crystal displays~LCD! are used widely in many informatio
display systems. Recently, a bistable TN~BTN!LCD has
been demonstrated.1,2 This BTN is based on a gross mis
match of the natural twist of the liquid crystal director a
the rubbing boundary conditions of the two LC cell surfac
If the LC cell alignment favors aF twist, then for some
value of natural helical pitch,P, the LC cell can exist eithe
in the F-twist state or the (F12p)-twist state. Roughly
speaking, in the absence of pretilt of the director, the nat
twist of the LC cell should be aboutF1p. Hence thed/P
ratio, whered is the LC cell thickness, should be about 0
1F/2p for the bistability to occur.

While practical displays have been made using this p
ciple, the switching behavior of such BTN is not we
known. It is evidently related to the hydrodynamics of dire
tor motion. The interaction between dynamic flow and dire
tor rotation was shown to be responsible in a theoretical
planation of the ‘‘bounce’’ phenomenon observed in t
light transmission of twisted nematic liquid crystal ce
~TNLCC!.3–5 More generally, a comparison between the
sults obtained by including and neglecting the fluid moti
showed that under certain circumstances, dynamic flow
play a critical role in governing director rotation.

In this letter, the switching bistability that can origina
from the flow effect on director rotation in TNLCC is inves
tigated. The physical mechanism underlying the seemin
‘‘abnormal’’ behavior of director motion is used as a gui
to seek the switching bistability that can be realized in pr
erly prepared TNLCCs. The bistable configurations con
of two twist states of twist anglesF and F12p, respec-
tively, with F specified by the relative arrangement of t
two substrates with homogeneous alignment conditio
From the numerical solutions of the Ericksen–Leslie eq
tions, we find that the switching bistability can be realiz
for 2p/2<F<0 in cells with surface alignment preti
angle;10° as measured from the substrate. The predic
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switching bistability is confirmed by experiments. Howeve
the observed range ofd/P, within which the switching bi-
stability can occur, shows a systematic deviation from
predicted values. Such deviation is observed to increas
the cell thickness decreases, and can be appreciable fd
<7 mm. Apart from thed/P ratio, quantitative agreemen
between theory and experiment was obtained in the t
profile of light transmission. It should be pointed out that t
F52p/2 case has been reported recently, but the obse
tion was for wedge-shaped cells only and the driving wa
form is different from ours,6 while theF50 case, reported
long ago, was observed in cells with large pretilt ang
(.35°).7 The results of our study show that theF52p/2
and F50 cases have the same dynamical symmetry
similar flow effect, and can thus be regarded as two spec
examples of a general kind of switching bistability pheno
enon.

The following dynamical symmetries were found n
merically and proved to be rigorous analytically from th
hydrodynamic equations of Ericksen and Leslie. With t
directors at the lower and upper substrates denoted bynL and
nU, if nx

L5nx
U , ny

L52ny
U , nz

L5nz
U , where thez axis is nor-

mal to the substrates, then the time-varying directors
velocities obey the relationsnx(z)5nx(d2z), ny(z)
52ny(d2z), nz(z)5nz(d2z), together with vx(z)
52vx(d2z), vy(z)5vy(d2z), provided the initial state
has such symmetries. In this letter, theF52p/2 case cor-
responds tonx

L;&/2, ny
L;&/2, nz

L.0, and theF50 case
corresponds tonx

L;1, ny
L;0, nz

L.0. The physical picture of
switching dynamics may be described as follows. Whe
strong electric potential is applied across the cell, the fie
induced correlation length can be much smaller than the
thickness. As a consequence, the directors near the subs
can exhibit large elastic distortions, leaving the directo
throughout the central part of the cell~nearly! uniformly ver-
tical. When the large voltage is switched off, the large lo
elastic distortion energy density near the substrates, and
sequently the large molecular fieldh, can give rise to fast
rotation of the directors. The near-substrate rotation of
7/71(5)/596/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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directors would inevitably induce a flow velocity field due
the coupling betweenn andv through viscous interaction. In
the law of friction, the forces are proportional to the fluxe
one of which is just the conventional] iv j1] jv i term and the
other one is the torqueN5ṅ2v3n with v5“3v/2. The
latter determines the rotational fieldv near the substrates. I
all the cases we have studied, it is found that the ne
substrateṅ always induces a localv3n in the same direc-
tion, which meansv is parallel ton3ṅ. The knowledge of
the near substratev5(2]zvy ,]zvx,0), plus the boundary
conditions and the dynamical symmetry relations, are su
cient to qualitatively determine the whole velocity field
the cell. The spatial variation of the velocity field near t
midplane is therefore completely determined. As the dir
tors throughout the central part of the cell are nearly hom
geneous and hence the elastic distortion molecular fiel
weak, their motion is dominated by the gradient of the flo
field. From angular momentum conservation, the initial flo
at the midplane has to be opposite to those near the
strates. This is the origin of the so-called ‘‘backflow’’ ph
nomenon.

We consider cells in which the surface treatment i
posesn(0)5nL at the lower substrate andn(d)56nU at the
upper substrate. NotenL andnU satisfy the director symme
try relation given above. We focus on the case of sm
pretilt angle, i.e.,nz

L5nz
U5sincp with cp;10°, which is

typical for rubbed polyimide-coated substrates. We num
cally find that for F52p/2, if d/P;0.4, there exists a
switching bistability which may be explained from th
mechanism of backflow, while forF50, if d/P;0.8, there
is a similar switching bistability resulting from the bac
flow effect. The two twist states involved in the switchin
bistability are theF- and the (F12p)-twist states. The
F-twist state can be switched to the (F12p)-twist state
by applying the driving waveformVA(t) ~for F52p/2!
or VA8 (t) ~for F50!, and the reverse switching proce
can be realized by applying the driving wave formVB(t)
~for F52p/2! or VB8 (t) ~for F50!. VA8 andVB8 are similar
to VA and VB , respectively, implying a similar under
lying mechanism in the two cases. BothVA(t)@VA8 (t)# and
VB(t)@VB8 (t)# first jump from zero to a holding voltageVH

that is higher than a threshold value and lasts a certain d
tion. VH is switched off suddenly inVA(t)@VA8 (t)#, but
gradually inVB(t)@VB8 (t)#. In essence, right after the holdin
voltageVH is switched off, the fast rotation of the directo
near the substrates induces the flow velocity pattern wh

FIG. 1. Electro-optical response measured for theF52p/2 cell sand-
wiched between crossed linear polarizers. The lower curve shows the
profile of the applied voltage.
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drives the midplane director towards a state with a lar
twist angle~3p/2 and 2p, respectively!, in a direction oppo-
site to what the elastic distortion would enforce. Whether
final state can be of larger or smaller twist angle depends
the strength of the viscous molecular fieldh8 in the initial
stage of the relaxation process. This is controlled by
manner in whichVH is switched off, i.e., suddenly or gradu
ally. It is clear that the more abruptlyVH is switched off, the
larger would be the strength ofh8.

We made many LC cells sandwiched between rubb
polyimide-coated substrates, with surface pretilt an
cp.8° and rubbing conditions favoring 0 or2p/2 twist. The
d/P ratio was varied systematically in order to establish
bistability conditions. It was found experimentally that fo
the 0-twist case,d/P should be about 0.6. For the2p/2
case,d/P should be 0.3. The LC and the chiral additive us
are MLC-6218 or MLC-7500-000, and S-811 of Merck. Th
concentration of S-811 was varied to adjustd/P. The two
cases discussed above were prepared and measuredd
52.5, 5.0, and 7.0mm. The electro-optical response, d
picted in Figs. 1 and 2 withVH520 V, was measured by
placing the cells between crossed linear polarizers and m
ing the optical axis of the incident light aligned byp/4 ~for
F52p/2! or parallel~for F50!, respectively, to the rubbing
direction of the lower substrate. The cells with different tw
angles are of different colors, determined by their respec
dispersion properties. The uniformity of the optical respon
is perfect within the central area;1 cm2, ensured by the
uniformity of the cell thickness.

The experimental data were modeled by calculating
director time dependence under the various voltage pul
Using the Jones matrix method, the time-varying light tra
mittance is calculated from the director configurations. T
involved material and optical constants are listed in Table
and II. Here a i /a4 are taken from Ref. 5, suitable fo
MBBA, since very few measured viscosity coefficients a
available. Usinga i /a4 for PAA or 5CB only leads to a

e

FIG. 2. Electro-optical response measured for theF50 cell sandwiched
between crossed linear polarizers. The lower curve shows the time profi
the applied voltage.

TABLE I. The dimensionless viscosity coefficients and elastic consta
used in the numerical calculation of hydrodynamics.

a1 /a4 0.07808 a2 /a4 20.9315
a3 /a4 20.01435 a5 /a4 0.5565
a6 /a4 (a21a31a5)/a4

K2 /K1 0.5429 K3 /K1 1.52
597Qian et al.
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slight change in numerical results. The dimensionless
merical solutions are obtained by choosingd/P50.425 for
F52p/2 andd/P50.85 forF50. The time unit is given by
t5d2a4 /K1 , wherea4 is the fourth Leslie coefficient and
K1 is the splay elastic constant. Comparing the time-vary
light transmittance calculated from the numerical solut
with the measured electro-optical response yieldsa4 /K1

51.563106 cm22 s for MLC-6218 and a4 /K152.30
3106 cm22 s for MLC-7500-000. The calculated light tran
mittance of the cell sandwiched between crossed polarize
depicted in Fig. 3 for theF52p/2 case, and in Fig. 4 for the
F50 case. For the case ofF52p/2, it is interesting to com-
pare Figs. 1 and 3. Experimentally as well as theoretica
an ‘‘optical bounce’’3 is observed in both switching direc
tions. The shape of the transmittance curves, and the rise
fall times are quite well predicted. For the case ofF50,
~Figs. 2 and 4!, the agreement is also excellent. While the
is a bounce in 2p to 0 switching, the opposite switchin
direction is fast and clean. Both the experimental and th

TABLE II. The optical parameters used in the calculation of light transm
sion. Note thatne and n0 are, respectively, the extraordinary and ordina
refraction indices of the LC;e i ande' are the parallel and vertical compo
nents of the dielectric tensor of the LC; andl is the laser wavelength use
in measuring the transmittance.

F 2p/2 0
Material MLC-6218 MLC-7500-000
ne 1.6564 1.5869
n0 1.4976 1.4830
e i 15.6 14.8
e' 4.6 4.6
l 0.543 mm 0.514 mm
d 7.0 mm 5.0 mm

FIG. 3. Calculated electro-optical response of the switching bistability
F52p/2. The inset shows the time profile of the applied voltage.
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retical risetime is about 20 ms. Thus the agreement betw
theory and experiment is remarkable. It should be noted
the calculated results are sensitive to the ordinary and
extraordinary refraction indices, the cell thickness, and
light wavelength, and may exhibit nonmonotonic behavi
Thus the quantitative agreement between the calculated
the observed results show that the kinematic behavior of
directors is correctly obtained, in spite of the fact that t
experimentald/P value systematically deviates from th
predicted theoretically. More recent experimental data sh
that deviations tend to vanish for thicker cells, implying th
the dynamics in thin cells may involve novel physics beyo
the conventional theory.

In summary, we have presented a theoretical picture
the switching behavior between theF and F12p states of
the BTN. This switching is based on the effect of backflo
on the LC director under special conditions of driving vo
ages. Our theory agrees well with experimental data obtai
with sample BTN cells for both theF52p/2 and F50
cases. Further refinement of this theory should allow us
optimize the driving voltage necessary for such switch
bistability.
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FIG. 4. Calculated electro-optical response of the switching bistability
F50. The inset shows the time profile of the applied voltage.
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